
The Business Tune-Up with Barney Cohen

Know Your Products 
Lesson 2, Products & Customers || Worksheet 

Use this worksheet to help you define exactly what your products are. 
Keep it, tweak it, and re-do it at least once a year.  

TODAY’S DATE 

Step #1: List Your Products  

Start by listing all of your products. That means every single thing that you sell.  

My Products: 
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Step #2: Group Your Products  
Decide if you need to group your products into product groups, or “buckets.” If you do, then figure out what 
those buckets should be and group your products into them here. Name each product group and then list all the 
products and services that go into it. If you need more buckets, copy this page or print it out again.   

Product Group: 

Product Group: 

Product Group: 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Step #3: Write Detailed Descriptions 
Pick one of your product groups. Write a detailed descriptions of that product group. Include everything you 
can think of. Repeat this step with each of your product groups.   

Product Group: 

Detailed Description: 
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Step #4: Write Concise Product Descriptions 
Shorten each of your product descriptions to 2-3 clear, concise sentences. Include the things that are most 
important for a new customer to know about what you are selling. Cut out all the jargon and use clear language 
that anyone can understand.   

Product Group:  

Short Description:  

Product Group:  

Short Description: 

Product Group:  

Short Description: 
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Step #5: List Key Benefits 

List the top 3 key benefits of each product group. What does your customer get from this product? How does it 
make their life better? What value does it offer? 

Product Group:  

Key Benefits: 
 
1.

2.

3.

Product Group:  

Key Benefits: 
 
1.

2.

3.

Product Group:  

Key Benefits: 
 
1.

2.

3.
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	TODAYS DATE: 
	My Products: Rock records, classical records, blues records, pop records, religious records, country records, jazz records, rock tapes, blues tapes, pop tapes, religious tapes, country tapes, jazz tapes, used records in any genre, candles, cleaning cloths, needles, record players, carrying cases, tape players, gift certificates, notebooks
	undefined_2: Records
	Product Group: Rock records, classical records, blues records, pop records, religious records, country records, jazz records
	undefined_3: Tapes
	Product Group_2: Rock tapes, blues tapes, pop tapes, religious tapes, country tapes, jazz tapes
	fill_3: Used Records
	Product Group_3: gently-used pre-owned records in any genre
	undefined_5: Gifts & Accessories
	Product Group_4: candles, journals, gift certificates, cleaning cloths, needles, record players, tape players, 
	undefined_6: 
	Product Group_5: 
	fill_3_2: 
	Product Group_6: 
	Product Group_7: Used Records
	Detailed Description: I buy used records from the public to re-sell in my record shop. When I buy them, I check to make sure they are in good shape. I buy them for store credit, and the sellers have to produce an ID and convince me that the records belong to them. Whenever I don’t have enough I advertise to try to get more coming in the door. I buy anything that is in good enough shape, I date-stamp it, and I put things that are recent arrivals into the “NEW” bin so that customers can check out what is new when they come into the store. After a week, if they haven't sold, I separate them into genres of used records. After something has been in the store for 2 months and not sold, it gets marked down, and I keep marking it down until it ends up in the "50 cent" bin. I don’t keep track of the genre of used records for my inventory files because I don’t have any control over what people bring into the store. The goal is to always keep the “NEW” bin full. People come from miles away to shop my used records, since I am the first guy that I know of in California selling used records.  
	Product Group_8: Records
	Short Description: Every record that is new and of interest to my customers for home-listening. I carry a particularly wide  selection of the most popular record genres such as rock, classical, and country. I buy my records from large record wholesale companies. 
	Product Group_9: Tapes
	Short Description_2: Every tape that is of interest to my customers. Customers often buy tapes to listen to when they're on the go, on tractors, in cars, etc. I particularly stock a wider selection of the most popular tape genres such as pop and country. I buy my tapes from large music wholesale companies.
	Product Group_10: Used Records
	Short Description_3: Pre-owned records have the extra benefit of being an inexpensive way of increasing my inventory and enhancing the “color”, or atmosphere, of my store. It’s something that I can sell that other record stores don't, so it's a good way to differentiate me from my competitors. I carry whatever people bring in to sell, and don't have control over the used-record inventory.
	Product Group_11: Gifts & Accessories
	Short Description_4: Small items that round out the store and give my customers the things that they want and expect to find in a record store. 
	Product Group_12: 
	Short Description_5: 
	Product Group_13: 
	Short Description_6: 
	Product Group_14: Records
	1: Gives people access to new music so they can get their music "fix" easily
	2: Gorgeous artwork on the cover that people love
	3: Fairly cheap entertainment
	Product Group_15: Tape
	1_2: Gives people access to new music so they can get their music "fix" easily
	2_2: Tapes are portable, so people can listen to their music wherever they are
	3_2: Fairly cheap entertainment
	Product Group_16: Used Records
	1_3: A 100% money-back guarantee gives customers assurance 
	2_3: Cheaper than new records 
	3_3: Customers can find unique or hard-to-find items that aren't normally stocked in a record store
	Product Group_17: Gifts & Accessories 
	1_4: Easy access to many things you need regularly
	2_4: Convenience of doing all of your music-related shopping in one place
	3_4: Wider variety of gift-giving options for people looking to find gifts for others
	Product Group_18: 
	1_5: 
	2_5: 
	3_5: 
	Product Group_19: 
	1_6: 
	2 1: 
	2 2: 


